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Paul Davis National installs technologically advanced equipment tracking,
repairs and registration software
Jacksonville, FL – August 19, 2011 - Paul Davis National, the large loss specialists for
Paul Davis Restoration has chosen the CheckMate Toolroom Tracking Solution as the
company’s new equipment tracking software. The software program will help to increase
productivity and cost savings by reducing the time it takes to locate equipment for large
loss projects by assuring that items will not be lost or left behind after a job.
Based on fast, mobile data collection applications, the system uses barcode technology to
record where the equipment item is, who has it, and when it is due back. The new
software also includes a Maintenance Scheduler which records repairs, vehicle service,
warranty expiration dates, and registration renewals. The equipment was developed by
Dynamic Systems, a national leader in barcode tracking solutions since 1981.
"We are very pleased with how easy CheckMate is to use,” said Howdy Russell, Paul
Davis National partner and corporate spokesperson. “We first implemented the
Checkmate system on one of our jobs in the Midwest and immediately saw the benefits
for tracking and management purposes,” he said.
The company recently installed CheckMate in three of its roving trailers and will be
adding systems to several more emergency disaster recovery trailers by year end. With
the use of CheckMate Toolroom, Paul Davis National will organize more quickly and
confirm that trailers are fully equipped and ready to respond to any emergency. For more
information, contact Howdy Russell at 904.233.5245 or email
hrussell@pdnational.com. Visit the website at www.pdnational.com.
###
Paul Davis National is the large loss division for Paul Davis. Paul Davis is a franchise
system made up of over 260 full service general contractors providing site stabilization,
emergency water mitigation, fire restoration, mold remediation, document restoration,
contents cleaning, and remodeling services. Paul Davis National owns numerous tractor
trailers and support equipment that are deployed to support their national clients as well
as their fellow franchisees in the case of a major disaster.

